
 

 

 
Version 6.202a 

Using the 920X Belt Tensioning Tool 
Introduction: this short document1 contains a step-by-step guide for using the 920Xv6.2 belt tensioning tool 
manufactured by ArnnWorx Specialty Tools. This tool is designed to assist with the accurate tensioning of the cam 
belt and balance belt on the Porsche 944, 944s1, 944s2, 944 Turbo, 924S and 9682.    
 
Tension Tool Calibration: Before use, check the tool’s calibration. Compress the tool’s spring, insert the calibration 
bar (aka reference bar) and verify that the gauge’s reading reflects the calibration value.  If adjustment is needed, 
loosen the gauge’s outer ring securing screw and rotate the outer ring (either direction) until the large needle points to 
the calibration number on the reference bar.  Gently tighten the outer ring securing screw.  Note: with this version 
there are now two calibration values. As shown below, this is expressed as fraction; the numerator is to be used 
when tensioning the cam belt. The denominator is to be used for balance belt tensioning. See image below. 

       
About the Range Markers: In the image above, you can see the two range markers.  These markers are helpful for 
reading the gauge but can inadvertently upset the calibration process. If you intend use the range markers, it’s best to 
set them while the calibration bar is in place.  Put finger pressure on the gauge’s lens (to hold it in place) and carefully 
push the marker around to the position where needed.  With the markers in place, confirm that the large needle is still 
pointing at the calibration value and then remove the calibration bar.  
Shop Temperature:  All belt tension adjustments are to be done on an engine that has cooled – warm to the touch is 
ideal.  Shop and engine surface temperatures should be above 67 degrees Fahrenheit (19.4C).  In extreme cold 
situations, you may need to tension the cam belt while cold; then start and warm the engine before tensioning the 
belts a second time. 
 

                                                
1 Note: Updates to this document occur frequently, always use the latest information.  An updated PDF version of this document and 
other information is available at http://arnnworx.com/new_tensioning_tool.htm.   These instructions apply only to Version 6.2. 
2 The 968 engine does not require cam belt tensioning as it has an onboard hydraulic tensioner.  
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Reference the above sketches for engine terminology. 

  

Snapping the Gauge  

   
The 920Xv6 has aluminum sleds. These are meant to slide along the belt as the spring applies deflecting pressure.  
To ensure you get the best possible reading, always snap the gauge before each reading - lift the knob at the top of 
the gauge and release, allowing it to snap back.  This simple step creates a small vibration and helps the sleds slip 
along the belt and thereby provide an accurate reading.  
 

 Cam Belt 944/924S/944S/944S2/944 Turbo) 
1. Begin by gaining access to the cam belt.3  The belts should be 

installed properly and “in-time.” 4  Transmission must be in 
neutral. 

2. Use the calibration bar as a reference to set / verify the 
calibration value is correct for cam belt tensioning.   

3. Set the gauge’s range markers to the corresponding boundary 
values for the belt tension value needed.  

4. Rotate5 the crankshaft (clockwise) until the cam is at Top Dead 
Center (see image below).  

                                                
3 This varies by model but generally, the air filter box, intercooler pipes, distributor cap, cam gear cover and both front belt covers must 
be removed. 
4 The cam belt must be pre-set to a tension tight enough so that rotating the crank will not cause the belt to jump or skip over teeth. 

Cam Belt - Used P9201 920Xv6.2 
Loose belt 
boundary 2.4 .199 
Mid point 2.7 .197 
Tight belt 
boundary 3.0 .194 
Cam Belt - New   
Loose belt 
boundary 3.7 .189 
Mid point 4.0 .187 
Tight belt 
boundary 4.3 .185 
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5. Slowly turn the crankshaft counter-clockwise6 while observing the cam shaft alignment marks.  The two marks 

will slowly separate.  Stop when the marks are separated by 10 degrees (1.5 camshaft sprocket teeth).  If you 
overshoot the 10 degrees then rotate the crankshaft clockwise until the camshaft is again aligned with TDC 
and repeat this step. 

6. Mount the 920X.7  If the reading is within the range markers then no other tensioning is needed; skip to the 
last step of this procedure. 

7. For 86 and earlier 944s: The cam belt tension is set by altering the position of the timing belt tensioner 
roller.  With the thin wrench holding the tensioner’s offset nut, loosen the tensioner roller’s securing nut and 
then use the thin wrench to slowly and lightly adjust the cam belt tension.  Monitor the gauge and turn the 
wrench counter-clockwise.  The big needle will swing counter-clockwise. Continue turning the wrench and 
stop when the desired tension value has been reached. Hold this value with a light touch on the wrench and 
secure the cam belt tensioning roller.   

 
8. For 87 or later model 944: The cam belt tension is set by altering the position 

of the spring tensioner arm, this is done using a pin wrench inserted into the 
small holes of the spring tensioner. To do this, see sketch at left and loosen the 
bolts A and B;8 then, using a pin wrench, rotate pin wrench (clockwise to 
tighten) the spring tensioner’s swing arm. Manipulate the pin wrench so that 
the big needle swings counter-clockwise. Continue until the big needle is over 
the desired tension value. Stop there and secure the swing arm of the spring 
tensioner by tightening bolts A and B.  

 
9. Install any engine hardware removed previously and check any fasteners 

touched in this procedure. 
. 
 
 

Balance Shaft Belt (944/924S/944S/944S2/944 Turbo/968) 
1. Begin by gaining access to the balance belt.9   
2. Determine if you have a 15mm or an 18mm wide balance belt.   
3. Use the calibration bar and set / verify the calibration value is correct for balance belt tensioning. 

                                                                                                                                                                                 
5 Using a ratchet, extension & 24mm socket. 
6 All references to clockwise or counter-clockwise are from the viewpoint of standing in front of the car, facing the engine. 
7 Mount means: attach the tension tool to the belt by compressing the tension tool’s spring and slip the tool onto the cam belt (as shown 
above).  The center roller of the tool must fit evenly between nubs of the belt while the flat side of the two sleds must fully contact the 
smooth side of the belt.  Release the 920X spring and allow the tool to grip the belt.   
8 Bolts A and B have 13mm heads – use a ratchet and 13mm socket. If left loose, engine damage can occur. 
9 Typically this means removing such items as the air filter box, snorkel, intercooler pipes, and both front belt covers. 
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4. Loosen the balance belt idler roller.  Adjust and tighten the idler roller to a position down and to the right 
where it is clear of the balance belt. 

5. Set the gauge’s range markers to the corresponding boundary values for the belt tension value10  needed. 
6. Mount the tension tool on the balance belt.11   
7. Move the balance belt slack to the upper span by grasping the belt (near the water pump pulley) and firmly 

pulling up.  Release the belt. 12 
8. Read the gauge. If the tension value is within the range markers, no further tensioning is needed – skip the 

next step.  
9. With the thin wrench holding the balance belt tensioner’s offset nut, loosen the securing nut of the tensioner 

roller13 and adjust the belts tension to a position between the range markers14. Stop there and while 
monitoring the gauge’s reading, tighten the 17mm 
nut 
(33 
ft-

lb/45Nm).  
10. Remove the 920X tension tool.  
11. Position the balance belt idler roller and adjust as shown in the sketch to above. Secure it there by tightening 

its 17mm nut (33ft lbs/45Nm).  
12. Install any engine hardware removed previously and check any fasteners touched in this procedure. 

 

                                                
10 See balance belt tension chart and choose the mid point for either the 15 or the 18mm wide belt. 
11 There is no required preset for tensioning the balance belt and the tension tool can be mounted anywhere along the upper span of the 
belt. For best visibility the preferred location is right of the water pump pulley, see more information on this in our 920x info page 
http://arnnworx.com/new_tensioning_tool.htm . 
12 This is sometimes called the “wiggle.” See our video clip “Read & Set Balance Belt Tension.” 
13 Use a 24 or 27mm thin wrench together with a 17mm socket/breaker bar. 
14 Turn the balance belt tensioner roller clockwise to tighten the belt. 

15mm Balance Belt P9201 920Xv6.2 
Loose belt boundary 2.4 .192 
Mid point 2.7 .189 
Tight belt boundary 3.0 .187 
18mm Balance Belt   
Loose belt boundary 3.0 .194 

Mid point 3.5 .189 
Tight belt boundary 4.0 .183 


